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Brilliant Autumn Ball Will Climax Thanksgiving Festivities

Hamp's Band
To Render
Harmony

Order Of The C

Wofford, Converse Are Hosts
to State College Press
Body

Rustic Splendor of Ancient
Holiday to Predominate
in Decorative Scheme
BLUE

KEY

TWO-DAY MEET

SPONSORS

In all the rustic splendor and
multi-colored radiance of Thanksgiving Day Clemson College will
play host to hundreds of visitors
at
t|he
annual
Autumn
Ball,
Thursday night, November 29.
BLUE KEY, SPONSOR
This dance is sponsored by Blue
Key, national honorary leadership
fraternity, and will cap the climax
of a day of excitement and holiday spirit which envelops the campus each year the Furman Purple
Hurricane sweeps down on a snarl(Continued oh page two)

Clemson Press
Takes First At
News Conclave

"1 think Earle Robinson did
the best blocking in the Mercer
game last Saturday," said Jess
Neely to a reporter of this
sheet yesterday, adding "and
as the whole, the blocking of
the entire team in that game
was the best shown this year."
Those who have been awarded this coveted honor' 'his year
for their unselfish Work in the
blocking department are Kissam, Folger (2), Dillard (2),
Brown, Black and McCown.

Six active and three honorary
associate
members
of
Alpha
Zeta were formally inducted into
the local chapter of the national
ag fraternity Monday night in the
library.
LIST OF PLEDGES
Student pledges that were taken
into the organization are D. A.
'Shelley, E. K. Rambo, W. A. King,
P. M. Anderson, W. L. Britt, and
G. H. Stewart.
Honorary members are Drs. G. H. Armstrong,
F. H. H. Calhoun and H. P. Cooper.
Following the induction an informal banquet was held in the
Presbyterian church. At this time
the honor members were given a
(Continued on page eight)

TRIO WEARS SWORD OF
SCABBARD, BLADE; BYRD
IS HONOR LIEUTENANT
Three senior officers of the Cadet Corps were pledged to K Company, 7th Regiment of Scabbard
and Blade at a meeting held last
Wednesday night.
,
The trio of Clemsonites being
admitted into the organization is
composed of Captain V. M. Crain
of K Company, Captain J. A. Ferguson of B Company, and Lieutenant H. M. Byrd of D Company.
IS HONOR LIEUT.
Byrd was voted as the honor
lieutenant of the local company.

Scabbard, Blade At Cincinnati Conclave
Clemson was represented for the
first time at a national conclave
of Scabbard and Blade by Cadet
Captain W. G. Smith who 6pent
last Thursday, Friday, and Saturday at the convention, held at
the Netherland Plaza Hotel in Cincinatti.
WELL PLEASED
When interviewed, Smith said
that the national organization is
well pleased with the local company, although it is the youngest,
having been installed May 8, 1933.
During the gathering in the
Ohio city the delegates were hon(Continued on page eight)

Expect Huge
Crowd For
Grid Tilt
Homecoming, State Title Go*
Ancient Feud, Dance, to
Feature Day
GRADS TO ATTEND

Clemson is prepared for and expecting 10,00 0 persons Thanksgiving. New seats have been erected
oh Riggs Field which is rapidly
becoming a bowl, and there will
be no difficulty in seating the
throng. Hotel, YM.CA and the Mocal beaneries will cooperate in
feeding the thousands who have
to leave home before dinner.
J
FEATURES GALORE
Entertainment
of
all
varieties
Taps
is in store for the visitors. Aside
from the game itself there will*be
/(Continued on- page two) i

Blue Key Honors
Eight With Bids

Topping Delivers Short Address at Tau Beta Pi
Banquet

BEGINS INITIATION
At a meeting held by the local
chapter of Blue Key last Tuesday
night eight outstanding members
of the senior class were pledged to
the organization.
Those accepting bids are A. C.
'Miustard, A. L. Gilliam, S. R.
Spann, J. L. Lipscomb, F. K.
Rhodes, A. T. iMoSwain, . W. M.
Platt, and H. S. Fellers.
TO LAST TWO WEEKS
The informal initiation began
Tuesday morning and will continue for a period of two weeks.
When the above initiates are
formally admitted into the fraternity the membership roll will
contain 18 names.

Ten pledges to the Alpha chapter of Tau Beta Pi were formally
initiated into the engineering frat
at a meeting in Riggs Hall lasi
Thursday night.
Those admitted are H. A. Black,
C. S. Bryce C. E7. Farmer, T. 'A.
Kolb, A. T. McSwain, S. M. Orr,
B. G. Price, F. K. Rhodes, F. ASpencer and A. W. Todd.
ENJOY BANQUET
Following the formal induction
about 25 students and professors
METZ RE-ELECTED TO
adjourned to the Pruitt House at
LITERARY HELM POST
Starr for a sumptuous banquet.
IN PALMETTO SOCIETY
(Continued on page eight)

Holocaust Roars, But Lippincott
Carries On Despite Singed Hair
In spiti of the splendid
record the Textile Chemistry
department made at its recent
holocaust, it appears that all
chemists are not heroes-. ■ The
purpose- of this feature is absolutely not to call the attention of the Carnegie Award
Committee to the case of Mr.
Bill Lippincott. He has cast
a blemish upon his colleague's
fair record. When he had his
fire he ignored it and made
history.
The sophomore Qualitative
Analysis class had just finished a quiz and Mr. Lippincott was twisting the knife in

As an extra incentive to tlie
Tiger eleven to go rampant in
the Mercer fracas, tiie college's
50 piece band and the crack
senior platoon made the trip
to Savannah last Saturday.
Captain H. A. Webb and his
musicians trojoped the dowpi-;
town thoroughfares early in
the day, and alternated with
the Mercer band during the
heated tilt that afternoon.
The senior platoon, under
the direction of saber-wieldb?''
Major A. W. AUison, brought
the grid enthusiasts to their
feet during the half ,as it executed intricate fancy drill maneuvers.

The Tiger, local campus publication, was awarded first place
among the newspapers represented
at the annual convention of the
S. C. College Press Association,
held at Converse and Wofford colleges last Thursday and Friday.
HAVE NOTED JUDGE
The Furman Hornet won second
place ahdfthe Converse Parley Voo
took hhird. honors. The judge of
the newspapers entered! was DougLeadership
Fraternity
las Freeman, editor of the RichGroup
of Senior
mond-News Leader.
Leaders
(Continued on page six)

Smith At Meeting HONORARY ENGINEERS'
ALPHA ZETA PLEDGES
Of National Frat
NINE TOJEMBERSHIP Represents Local Company FRAT INDUCTS EIGHT
Drs. Calhoun, Cooper, Armstrong Are Honorary Members of Ag Frat

Band And Platoon
Go To Savannah

the wound by asking a few
pertinent
questions
of
the
brighter members of his class.
He had just asked Mr. Jack
Harris a question and was
waiting for the answer.
The
silence was broken only by
the sound of several men
quietly dropping the course.
The door flew open.
Captain Waine Archer flew in.
He looked about him a moment, cleared his throat, and
announced in his steady voice,
"Gentlemen, I hate to disturb
you, but I think you ought to
know.
The building is on
(Continued on page two)

With the arrival of the fall
quarter, a new set of officers were
elected last Thursday for the leadership of Palmetto Literary Society during the coming three
months.
METZ RE-ELECTED
Julian Metz was re-elected to
the position of president.
The
other officers are:
Vice-president—Eddy, E. A.
*
Secretary—Knight, C. V .
Literary Critic—Page, S. W.
Chaplain—Floyd, E. H.
Sergeant-at-arms—Fuler, E. H.
It has been stated by tjhe president that programs will be announced and posted at least one
week prior to the meetings.
December 20 has been 6et by
the club as the date by which at
least one half the dues for the
year must be paid.

GINDERMEN OUT EARLY
DESPITE WINTRY WINDS
Howard Rounds Up Bevy of
Veterans for Work on
Oval
If the proverb about the early
bird means anything, Frank Howard's track team should go places
and do things next year, for the
cinderpath and weight men have
started running through preliminary work that will extend until
Christmas.
BLACKWELL BACK
Captain
"Bubber"
Blaokwell,
who hurls the javelin in the neighborhood of 190 feet and who runs
the 4 40 as well, will be among
Clemson's headliners. Other promising candidates for the '35 team
are . Altman, Dillard, McMahon,
Green, Folger, Lipscomb, MeConnell, Robinson, Rawls, and Ackis.
HOWARD RETICENT
Coach Howard is reticent as to
the type of material that he will
(Continued on page eight)

By Their Words
One scale of this hydrometer is
designed to test wine; but gentlemen—we have no wine.
—Godfrey.
Emotionality is like a pile of
rocks on a hill; get it started and
an avalance results.
—Brearley.
I'm like the professor who sa(d
that all he could do with sophomores was to try and make juniors out of them.
—Taylor.
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Senator La Follette Talks At Tiger-Mercer Meet
CHEMISTRY PROF, UNDAUNTED BY BILLOWS
OF SMOKE, CONDUCTS QUALITATIVE CLASS
(Continued from page one)

Hunger Nils
Curfew Law
Fourteen-year-old Eugene Kohner of Duluth was having a lot of
lun being the youngest student at (
the University of Minnesota until (
•a big cop saw him eating hamburgers very late one night and reminding him of the curfew law, made
him go home." Kohner is not large
for his age.
VISITS THE CHIEF
This indignity was pretty hard to
take. Eugene did a lot of thinking
and got pretty mad. Then he went
to work on the chief of police.
Last week he was out eating
hamburgers again, telling the big
cop to go chase himself. The cop,
to be sure, had to be shown the
letter Eugene was carrying. It was
signed by C. C. Blank, director of |
Eugene's dormitory. It said:
HEAR YE, COPS
"To all Minneapolis policemen:
At the request of Chief of Police,
■Mr. Machael J. Johannes, it is understood that Eugene Kohler, although only 14 years old, is permitted to disregard the Ourfew Law
in pursuit of his work as a student
at the University of Minnesota."
COP FROM MISSOURI
The cop wanted to know what
jart of the curriculum called for
eating hamburgers in the wee hours
«f the morning.
"A Student must eat," said Eugene.
"O. K.," said the cop, "but you
better not lose that letter."

LOCAL SOCCER TEAMS
TO EXHIBIT^ PROWESS
Two Teams to Perform for
Greenwood High School
Students
Two soccer teams from Clemson
journey to Greenwood on Saturday to play an exhibition game as
a part of "Festival Program" being sponsored by the schools of
that city.
NEW IN S. C.
The two teams will demonstrate
to the citizens of Greenwood, and
to the student bodies of Lander,
Bailey, and Greenwood high school
how this game, an innovation in
South Carolina, is played.
The tilt is scheduled to start at
2 p. m. on the athletic field of
Greenwood !high, according to Fred
Kirchner, YMCA physical director,
who arranged for the trip.

SQUARE DANCE TO BE
HELD WEDNESDAY FOR
ALUMNI AND FRIENDS
Clemson
alumni
and
their
friends are invited to an old-time
square dance to be jheld in the
Field House Wednesday night, November 28.
iMusic will be provided by "The
Cedar Mountain Fiddling Six" and
Speedy Jones ,of Cedar Mountain,
of whom there is no peer, will do
the calling.
ALUMNI ARE SPONSORS
TSie dance is sponsored by the
Clemson Club of Oconee and Pickens counties and will begin at
8:00 o'clock.
Alumni are urged
to come to the campus the night
■before the "big game" for this
frolic.
There will be no charge.

He Likes To Run

fire."
All eyes turned to the window where huge clouds of
smoke
were
billow»ng
upward. Mr. Lippincott hit Ml-.
Harris upon the head twice
strolled over to the window
to watch the excitement. Just
like that; no hysterics or anything. He stuck his head out

the window and at that moment several flames came into
view.
When he brought his
head in again his sparse hair
lhad receded another .06 inch.
While the class was still
laughing at Mr. Lippincott,
the smoke suddenly ceased to
billow.
Also the flames. Everyone rushed to the window
and gazed out upon a new
hero and an extinguished fire.
From the side of the building hung a limp and seared
awning. Down on the greensward stood an heroic (figure
with a large fire extinguisher
tightly gripped between this
knees. It was none otaer than
Col. R. John West, Commandant. Quoth he, "Gentlemen,
if you wish to continue to
have a building in which you
may meet your classes, I
would advise that you refrain
from throwing lighted cigarettes on the awnings. Thank
you." .
When interviewed Mr. Lippincott was asked Why he did
not quench the blaze himself.
He replied, "I guess I must
have pyro-phobia."

TIGER-HURRICANE GO
TO DRAWTHOUSANDS
(Continued from page one)
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numerous features to attract the
attention of the fans—band concerts,
military
exhibitions
and
beautiful sponsors.
LAST GRID TILT
All eyes will be focused on the
field here at two o'clock next
Thursday when 'Neely's hardy supporters clash with McLeod's Hurricane to decide who shall wear
the
state
championship
crown.
Thus far Clemson has amassed
a total of 82 points against her
opponents 85 and this game offers her the last opportunity to
balance the ledger.
MANY GRADS EXPECTED
Thanksgiving this year is not
only Turkey Day here but Homecoming Day as well. The feeling
of fellowship and good cheer
always aroused by the presence of
old grads and their escorts will
do much to enhance the spectacle.
The alumni will be taken care of
by Blue Key.
ANNUAL DANCE HERE
In the evening there will be the
Autumn Ball, offering entertainment to those who choose to stay.
In consideration for the numerous
persons who will be on the campus, the CDA has announced that
the affair will be Informal for outsiders.

WISCONSIN SOLON ADVOCATES UNION OF
SOUTHERN STATES TO SOLVE TROUBLES;
LITTLEJOHN, OTHERS DELIVER SPEECHES
COMPANY COURT SEASON
TO OPEN IN COLLEGE "Y"
MONDAY, SAYS KIRCHNER

WINSTON LAiWTON, built
like a fire plug and as elusive
as the right key on a dark
night, received a Mercer punt
on his own 25 yard stripe,
tucked the pigskin securely
under his arm and streaked
up the turf for 75 yards and
S good Clemson points as the
second hand on the timer's
watch showed 1 minute, 30
seconds before the final gun.

CLEVELAND STUDENTS'
CAREER DATA SOUGHT
FOR FEDERAL SURVEY

The athletic curtain of the
local YMCA physical department rises on winter sports
Monday afternoon when intramural basketball
competition
gets under way.
Freddie
Kirchner,
physical
director of the college YMCA
said last night, "Competition
between the companies in basketball is always of the keenest type and stimulates a great
deal of activity each year. Several companies have already organized their quints, and are
ready for the gun to crack for
the start."
Company
athletic
officers
have schedules of the games to
be played, and all other necessary information.

AUTHORITIES REMOVE
RADICAL EDITORS FOR
ANTI-BELLUM POLICY
Santa Clara Students Anger
Faculty Head by Pacific
Editorial Views
STATE IS AROUSED

vvNThe west coast educational arena
To Judge Effectiveness of CurLs^engaged in another radical-conriculum Via Records
spryatlve free-for-all, with the winner ^still in doubt.
"What has' happened to 15,000
EDITOR EXPELLED
Greater Cleveland young folk gradThe University of Santa Clara
uated from high school since 1929?"
has expelled Edward Horton, ediThe answer to this question will tor of the Santa Clara Weekly, for
be sought by Fenn College FERA publishing an editorial urging stustudents this winter.
dents to decline to fight if this
TO INTERVIEW GRADS
country should again go to war.
The students will interview per- University authorities said the edisons graduated from five high tor was "insubordinate" when they
schools in the metropolitan area. cautioned him against such writThe survey is believed to be the ings.
first of its kind in the United
EXPELL QUINTET
■States, and principals of the schools
Dr. Ernest C. Moore, provost and
are cooperating with the college vice president at the University of
students. E. E. Morley, principal California at Los Angeles, expelled
of Cleveland Heights High School, five students he charged with prosaid it would be hard to overesti- moting radical activities.
mate the value of the information
Dr. Moore then called on unito be unearthed by the college stu- versities and fraternities throughdents.
out the nation to "become active
CHECK ON 10%
helpers of the United 'States in its
"After the curtain rings down on day of difficulty."
the graduating class," he said "we
FORM VIGILANTE GROUP
know the outcome of only about 10
Encouraged by this sort of leadper cent—those who have a good ership, a band of students at the
record in college. The remaining university organized a vigilante so90 per cent sink into oblivion.
ciety and set out to make life mis"We have no basis on which to erable for everything that looked
judge our effectiveness. I can for- like a radical. They vowed to rid
see possible changes in high school the campus of radicalism "with
curricula resulting from the Fenn force if necessary."
College survey.
Students at the University of
TO SECURE DATA
California's northern branch at
The first tabulation on each grad- Berkeley and at Stanford universiuate will be his date of birth, ad- ty
immediately
raised
protests
dress at the time of graduation, against the action of the southern
later addresses, the census tract he branch's provost.
is in and the types of subjects carWANTS EXPLANATION
ried in high school.
President Robert Gordon Pproul
It is believed that the chain of of the University of California, Dr.
addresses may show a trend among Moore's superior, set out for Los
graduates of one school or locality Angeles to find out why he had not
to move to another district where had a satisfactory account of the
there are different standards of liv- suspension of the five radicals.
ing.
Dr. 'Moore continued to maintain
MORE INFORMATION
he was right, that "radical groups
The next step will be an inter- cannot be dealt with," that he had
view with each graduate if he is been "sold out by sucfi students
in his original locality. Questions more completely and more unprlnto be asked him include: What has cipledly than by any other group
he been doing since his graduation? in my career." He never, he said,
If he has been working, what sort would countenance a forum conof work? What pay has he been trolled by students alone.
receiving? Has there been any cor"CAN'T TRUST STUDENTS"
relation between his work and his
You can't trust students to have
high school training?
good sense, he said.

Savannah Alumni Hold Lively
Meet; Host of Grads
Present
AT DE SOTO HOTEL
Senator Robert M. LaFollette
of Wisconsin was on the list of
speakers that delivered addresses
to the "leading lights" of the Mercer-Clemson football delegations in
the Charlton Room of the Hotel
De Soto in Savannah last Saturday
afternoon.
DESIRES UNITED SECTIONS
The Savannah Evening Post carried the following item relative
to the occasion: "Senator LaFollette spoke informally and briefly at the luncheon. He said the
producers of the South and Southwest were much the same in many
respects.
He believed the time
would come when the two sections
would get together and solve their
mutual problems. •
LITTLEJOHN SPEAKS
Others who spoke were Corugressman Homer C. Parker, Judge
A. B. Lovett, and J. C. Littlejohn,
business manager of Clemson.
Mayor Gamble of Savannah was
toastniaster of the occasion.
In
addif'on to Senator LaFollette the
guests included Mayor Herbert
Smart of Macon, J. G. Blain, Dr.
W. G. Lee, P. T. Anderson and
Guy Moon, all Mercer enthusiasts;
Tom Walsh, J. H. Wooawara, W.
D. Barnett, J. C. Littlejohn, H. H.
Miller and W. D. Huicnins, representing tne Clemson contingent;
L. C. Haskell, Juage G. W. 'nedluan, W. V. Jenkins, Judge A. B.
Lovett, G. B. King, Alex Cassels,
W. B. Jarvis, Morris Bernstein,
and William Murphey."
McIHUDE PRESIDES
The night before this meeting
the Savannah alumni chapter held
a gathering at the De Soto Hotel,
with a large number of ex-Clemsonites from S. C, Georgia, and
Florida in attendance.
An excellent meeting was held.
Tom
Welch is the new president of the
chapter; J. S. Watkins is vicepresident, and W. D. Hutchlns,
secretary.
Jim M.cBride, retiring
president presided at the meet.

AUTUMN BALL CLIMAX
TO(Continued
GALA from
CELEBRATION
page one)
ing Tiger.
HAMP TO PLAY
Johnny Hamp and his orchestra, veterans of many delightful
evenings of rhythmic entertainment in New York, Florida, and
California, will sway the dancers
to the rendering of his special arrangements of today's melodies.
CDA IN CHARGE
An ultra-modern decorative motif of colors and brilliant harvest
scenes will be carried out by the
master decorators o£ the Central
Dance Association, Hartledge, Way
and Plowden.
An effective indilect lighting system will add radiance to the most elaDorate and
unique dance setting witnessed at
the fieldhouse this year. The orchestra pit will present an exceedingly vivid fantasy of color
and illumination.
Scores des femmes have already
been placed on the dance list, and
from all accounts,- the Corps of
Cadets and their visitors may
readily anticipate a wonderful hop
as the fieldhouse doors close on
another glamorous pigskin season
and a glorious "Turkey Day".
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Hard Blocking Paves Way To 32-0 Win Over Bears
WATKINS APPOINTED ACTING DIRECTOR OF
STATE EXTENSION SERVICE AS SDCCESSOR
OF LATE DR. LONG; IS CLEMSON GRADUATE
To Assume Duties Of Office
at Once; Has Much
Experience
M.S. FROM HARVARD
David W. Watkins, assistant director of the extension service of
South Carolina for 16 years, has
'been appointed acting director of
the service by Dr. E'. W. Sikes, to
succeed the late Dr. W. W. Long;
Mr. Watkins is to take immediate
charge o:f the duties of the office.
WAS PROMINENT STUDENT
IMT. Watkins was born in Anderson county in 1889, and is a graduate .of Clemson in the class of
1909.. While in college he took
an active part in student activities. He was connected with both
the Taps and Tiger staffs, was class
poet in '05, '06, and won the debating medal in 1909.
He also
has a masters degree in agricultural economics from Harvard University.
AIDED GOVERNMENT
At two different times MT. Watkins has been loaned to the U. S.
Department
of
Agriculture
for
special services.
From March,
1931, he was senior agricultural
economist in the Washington office of the extension service.
In
November, 1933, he was again called to Washington and since that
date has been serving as assistant
chief in the cotton production section of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration.
Mr. Watkins is well qualified for
furthering the work of Dr. Long,
and hie appointment as acting director will meet hearty approval of
bis co-workers and others who
know his ability and enthusiasm
for and devotion to the work for
progressive agriculture.
WE DOUBT IT
Pictures shown at the movies of
elaborately furnished homes with
scores of grounds, servants, riding
horses, foreign automobilies, expensively silk-gowned ladies who
keep their hands out of dish water,
have upset the young American
mind.—Edward G. Ekdahl.

Blocks Bear Punt

SMASHING INTERFERENCE BY TIGER TEAM
OPENS UP WAGON ROADS IN MERGER LINE,
SEGONDARY; LAWTON JOURNEYS 75 YARDS

Prof Invents
Aid In Math

Yost Urges
More Kicks

Dr. John B. Wilbur, of the department of civil engineering at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, has designed what is believed
to be the first mechanical calculating machine that will solve simultaneous equations.
IMPORTANT INVENTION
The invention is important because in the past one of the things
that has stood in the way of efficient analysis of many engineering
problems has been the solution of
large numbers of simultaneous
equations.

The support of Fielding H. Yost,
famous athletic director at the University of Michigan, has been added
to the suggestion of Fritz Crisler,
coach at Princeton, that the game
of football should be made more
of a kicking game by widening me
distance between the posts of each
goal and possibly by lowering the
crossbars.
THINKS GAME OPEN
Yost says the game already has
been opened up this year by rules
making forward passing more desirable.
"Forward passes from the opponents' 30 or 3 5 yard line have
been thrown this year," he said,
"and many of them completed for
touchdowns or near touchdowns."

C. W. "CATFISH" WATSON is the Tiger gridster who
broke up a Mercer punt in the
fourth quarter of the game
and paved the way for a Tiger tally.
After the "Catfish" sprang
into the air and blocked the
boot it was recovered by the
Neelymen; Horton and Robinson made a first down and
Woodward
crossed for six
points.
The try for conversion failed.

PROF DEFENDS CRITICS
OF BRAINJRUST BODY

ALUMNUS CONDUCTS
Y VESPER SERVICES;
Scholars in Public Office May
MUSIC IS RENDERED
Misuse Intellectual Powers, Says
Although a firm believer In the
wide use of experts and scholars in
advisory public positions, Dr. Detlev
W. Bronk, professor Of biophysics
at the University of Pennsylvania,
thinks much of the criticism directed toward scholars in public life la
justified.
TAKE POSTS UNTRAINED
"In the first place," he said, "the
scholar in public life has occasionally been tempted by power and has
assumed positions for which he has
had little training and no practical
experience. The second danger is
that he loses the disinterested and
objective attitude which should be
characteristic of men of learning.
MISUSE OP POWER
"If he sacrifices unprejudiced
finds and opinions in the heat of
politcal dispute and emotion, if he
uses his position as an authority to
support unconsidered views, he
weakens his position and brings discredit upon his calling."

Sidney Carpenter, '3 0, how a
teacher in the Union High School,
and seven girls of Union rendered
the Vesper program in the YMCA
auditorium Sunday night.
Carpenter spoke on "Willingness, the greatest talent"; his address was well received.
On the program were a number
of beautiful . musical selections.
These included a violin solo by
Miiss Elizabeth Kennedy, and group
singing.
OKLAHOMA PROF MISTAKES
CO-ED'S EYELASlHES FOR A
SMALL, MANY-LEGGED WORM
According to THE OKLAHOMA
DAILY the following incident actually occurred:
The other day in a class at the
University of Oklahoma a co-ed's
false eyelashes came unglued and
fell down on her face. "Migawd!",
shouted the startled professor, "a
centipede".

CHAPMAN WINS STEEL
FIRM ESSAY CONTEST
Paper To Be Placed in National Competition
In the essay contest sponsored
by the Gulf Steel Co. of Birmingham, and o.jen to all southern
colleges with an ag course in their
curriculum.
M. C. Chapman submitted the best paper at Clemson.
He received a prize of $20.
J. C.
Burton took the second prize of
$10 and C. H. Hollis won third
place and §5.
TWO FACULTY JUDGES
The subject of the essay was
"The Advantages of Diveirsification to the Southern Farmer."
Dr. H. P. Cooper and Prof. J. P.
LeMaster, who acted as faculty
judges, remarked that "the Clemson students made a creditable
showing in the contest."
IN BIG COMPETITION
Chapman's paper will be submitted to the staff of the Progressive Farmer—Southern Ruralist to compete for the grand prize.

CRIMSONS AND BENGALS
BURY HATCHET AND PUT
OUT JOINT PUBLICATION
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Old Gold's throat-ease makes it a
better cigarette" saiis <SroUl&mUr3
See CAROLE LOMBARD in "NOW AND FOREVER." her latest Paramount Picture.

O P. Lorillard Co., Inc.

Back in 1926 there was a printed
quarrel between the Harvard Lampoon and the Princeton Tiger, undergraduate humor magazines, that
had much to do with the breaking
off of football relations between
the two schools.
Last week, when the two universities resumed pig-skin ties, the
two humor magazines published a
joint issue, just to prove that no
hard feelings existed.
IS OLD ISSUE
As a matter of fact, it was not
very difficult for good feelings to
exist between the universities last
week. There had been two generations of students at each school
since the spat which interrupted the
traditional athletic relations.
The
present students never had any
feelings against each other.
NO XMAS TRIPS
For the information of those
interested, it has been announced by the business- manager of the Jungaleers that no
Christmas trips will be made
this year by the orchestra.

Neelymen Chalk Up 13 First
Downs, But Allows Bruins
Meager 2
SMALL CROWD ATTENDS
Blocking—hard, clean-cut,
de- •
termined blocking—was the key- i
note of the Tiger attack last Sat- f
i
urday as the locals, smarting from
a wholesale slaughter at the hands !
of Alabama, slashed into the Mer- j
cer Bears in Savannah and sent I
the Bruins recreating with the ;
small end of a 3 2-0 score.
j
HINSON GOES OVER
The entire team blocked, and j
blocked well.
Would-be tacklera:
from Macon were sent flying earthward time and again as Tiger
interference tore open the Mercer j
line and pushed bacK near ends, i
The inrst quarter was fast, but saw
no scoring.
Clemson opened up
the second period with a touchdown amble of 27 yards. Hinson
took the ball over and Fellows
made the extra point.
THEY TRIPLE-PASSED
Opening up on tue scoring throttle the Tigers roared on the track
to victory. A triple pass, McCown
to Berry to Feiiers, gained 20
yards, placing the leather on Mercer's IS yard stripe. Stevens made
a first and ten and Berry checked
over the last white line for a tally.
Fellers' intellectual toe' sent the
pigskin flying between the uprights for the conversion point.
\
THE SCORE MOUNTS
The warm rays of the Georgia
csun smiled benevolently on the'
Clemsonites as the fourth period'
opened ani the locals were not in
the least averse to making the pxo-i
verbial hay.
Robinson, leaping,
high into ether, snatched a Mercer pass tossed by Bloodworth, and
ran until downed on the BeaTs'
14. Woodward passed to Watson
for 7.
Dillard made first down.
Dillard continued by crossing for
a touchdown.
Croxton failed to
kick the extra point.
BLOND BLIZzAttD BLOWS
A blocked Mercer kick gave the
Tigers me bail on the Bruin's 12;
Horton and Robinson counteu for
a first down, and Woodward cnalked up a touchdown.
Woodward's
try for conversion was blocked.
JOURNEYS 75 YARDS
Then
Lawton,
hard
working
sophomore, put on his 7 5 yard,
dash for a touchdown, aided by
the
magnificient
and
unselfish
blocking of Earle Robinson and
several other Tigers.
Receiving
a punt on the 25 yard stripe Lawton checked for the sidelines, eluded several would-be tacklers, and
then, with his interference coming!
up fast from behind, turned a bit
toward the center of the field ancT
crossed the goal line standing up.BOY, THEY BLOCKED
Woodward
gained
consistently,
while in the fray. Stevens, playing his usual sparkling game of
consistency, came through with
honors.
Shore, Savannah high
grad, shone for the Bengals as he'
returned to his native turf in aright guard post. His tackling was
especially outstanding. The entire
backfield and line gave the best
blocking
demonstration
of
the
year.
Statistics, Clemson: Yards from
scrimmage, 209; first downs, 13;
punts 11; punt average, 32; passes attempted, 7; passes completed,
(Continued on page six)
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•HE ROARS FOR CLEMSON"
Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly, during the college session, by the
Corps of Cadets of Clemson College.
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson College, South Carolina.
Member South Carolina College Press Association.

Member Intercollegiate Press.
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ROARING FOR:
That Old Tiger Spirit—Among Alumni, Faculty and Students
Adequate Buildings and Necessary Eauinment for Clemson College

--that Daniel Moore, the pride of
C Company, and Charlie "Shilofi"
Kannapaux almost came to blows
in Asheville recently, when they
had to decide who rated the date
with the buxom waitress at the
S&W.
OSCAR SATS

—that "Wimpy" cStrohecker has
thrown into discard his mountain
journeys since the last trip into
the hills when he received a resounding slap in the face and a
feminine command to "take me
home at once, sir!"
OSCAR SATS

that General "I'm not from
Yawn's Eyeland" Porcher could
hardly wait for last weekend to
roll around because Jackie wrote
him a little note from Columbia
telling him that "I live only for
you, Porchie."
-OSCAR SAYS-

EDITORIAL
"YOU CAN'T PRINT THAT'

__that Daniel Augustus
Stevens
should not have lied to Nema
about the necessity of his going
to the Mercer game, because Oscar
saw him at Clemson throughout
the weekend.
-OSCAR SAYS

__that Radio Rogers, X-Cap'n of
D Company and now a big linthead
with residence in Holtzy's emporium, returned from a long-waitedfor date in Pendleton last Sunday
at the extremely late hour of 9:30.
(Seems that since he has laid his
uniform aside his power over the
females has disappeared.)

ELEGATES REPRESENTING sixteen publications
from twelve South Carolina colleges and universities attended the annual conclave of the SCCPA
in Spartanburg last Thursday and Friday, and
among other worthwhile measures, went on record as "violently opposing faculty censorship of student publications."
No member of the Clemson faculty reads The Tiger until
—OSCAR SAYS
it is delivered through the mails on Friday morning. We were
that J. D. Brown missed the bus
under the impression that the same condition existed in all back to school from Savannah beof the colleges of this state until we attended the meet and cause of a certain Western Union
found, to our amazement, that at several institutions a faculty operator he took to the country
censor reads every word of the galley-proofs with a blue pen- club dance. -OSCAR SAYScil grasped firmly in his hand, and a bountiful supply of "You __that "Sarge" Merritt and Jim
can't print that" stored in his larynx.
Harris dropped "the baby" in front
Educators claim that college is to induce "self-propelled of the De Soto Hotel last weekend
mental activity." We bow in acquiescence. But when an and spent two hours and a half
trying to refind "Bob's".
administration has liberalism in its classrooms, then does an
OSCAR SAYSabout face, and turns a student publication, presumably the
that according to Emons Welch
voice of the student body, into a phonograph record that of- he's the head man in the exisfers a warped melody of positive propaganda it is inconsis- tence of a sweet young damsel in
Aiken, but that Oscar knows he
tent, to say the least.
would
be surprised if he checked
Censorship of the collegiate press seems an open admisup on the actions of some cadets
sion on the part of the institutions that resort to such supfrom THE Citadel.
pression of student thought that they are incapable of turn-OSCAR SAYSing out students who think for themselves, who can discrim- __that the next time L. A. "Ag
inate between right and wrong, who have a correct perspec- fair manager" Gause breezes thru
tive, and a decent sense of values. Sticking a gag in the Columbia he'll go soft on the speed
mouth of the press is a defense mechanism of a group that pedal since he seems averse to
seems unwilling for students to openly discuss their problems. tossing the guardians of the law
a 10-dollar bill every weekend.
If a student paper or magazine is obscene it should not be
-OSCAR SAYScensored—it should be cast out in toto. Collegiate editors
that "Duck-nvhat" Henry, his
unqualified for their posts should be ousted and worthy un- sawed-off Whippet of Pre-Civil
dergrads installed. On the whole, however, student publica- War fame, and Julia of Anderson
tions are not indecent and their editors seem quite capable. seem to make a perfect trio a
Collegiate papers should act as a proving ground for stu- far as height is concerned.
-OSCAR SAYSdent thought and ideas. They should offer an open forum for
that Bill Dobbins is having a
undergraduate opinion. Why, then, should the collegiate heckuva time deciding between his
press have to trim sail to dictatorial winds. Progress without high school love and the babe he
constructive conflict—and there is such a thing as constructive met. at the YMCA social Friday
night of last week.
conflict—may be possible, but we have our doubts.
OSCAR SAYS
The college is a world within a world, and suppression
__that Doc Sherrill wore a wide
of a student sheet hurts that particular campus as much as grin on his face when the Corps
the news censorship of De Riviera, Stalin, Mussolini, and Hit- applauded a recent chapel speakler injures Spain, Russia, Italy, and Germany.
er's remark, "I'm sorry, but I can
In short, we consider it highly unfair for faculty censor- speak only 15 minutes."
OSCAR SATS
ship to convert a potentially live, interesting publication into
an arid, biased, distorted and colored advertisement. College —that if he wasn't a gentleman
of the highest type he would print
should create intellectual stomachs, it should provide whole- that card which Harry Shore sent
some, nutritive food, but when it attempts to make students to Hortense, telling her that she
use its digestive tract—that is carrying- things too far!
was the "only one."

SENTIMENT
A wave of nostalgia assails us
every afternoon as we round into
the mess hall after retreat. When
we were very small fry we were
quite a pigeon fancier. We raised
all varieties but our all-odds favorites were a pair of pouter pigeons, whose puffing waddlings we
would sit and watch for hours.
One day, in desperate need of money to buy an air gun, we sold them
and ever since we have spent odd
moments regretting it.
And now
when we go marching briskly in
to supper we have to pass Lit. Col.
Mustard and Captain Charles Gordon, whose back-flung arms, outflung chests and bowed legs remind us strongly of the favorite
position of those long-vanished
pouters of our youth.

I We would comment but he have
a catch in our throat.

CONVERT
Since Freshman T. J. Bocelli
arrived at the first of the year we
have heard so many fine antecdotes which were accredited to
him, we had become a bit skeptical. We talked to him and in his
thick Brooklynese he explained
that he was half Irish.
Being
Irish ourselves we almost believed
but we weren't quite sure what
the stories we had heard were true
until the other day. We came upon
Bocelli seated with a lad from
South Georgia.
We inquired as
to what he was doing there. He
replied, "Aw, Cheez, I'm just
learning some of that Southern
Accent I been hearing about."

WISECRACK
When the busses bringing the
windjammers and the senior platooners from Savannah to school
stopped in Augusta for re-gassing,
one of the vehicles became suddenly lost, strayed or stolen.
It
got under Cap'n Hinwood's skin.
He finally located the bus in front
of a restaurant.
The boys were
within, munching 5 a. m. sandwiches and dated coffee.
"Why",
yelled the Cap'n to the driver, "did
you leave the other busses?" "Well
er," began the bus man, "those
other drivers. . " Thrice the Cap'n
asked the driver "what drivers"
and as many times the gear-shifter stumblingly began, "Well, those
er-er other drivers."
Finally, a
bleary-eyed Augustan in the cafe
stood up and screamed, "Aw, drivers, drivers. . . bus drivers, golf
drivers, screwdrivers. . . waddy
trying to do. . . drivers all crazy"
and collapsed into his seat forthwith.
(Ed. Note: this story may not
all be true, since 'twas gathered
from heresay, but it fills space,
and sounds pretty good.)

SUPPORT
Perhaps it was a dirty trick but
we do think that the lady who
signs
the
card,
"interested"
should have sent her missive to
us. Besides we got there first and
Oscar probably wouldn't have bothered with the card.
Anyway, on
a card addressed to Oscar, which
we purloined, a lady at Winthrop
advises us that "when your delegate walked across the stage here
at the inaugrail ceremonies for
President Phelps, the entire student body rose to its feet and
cheered". She adds that this only
half
way
expresses
Winthrop's
loyalty to "deah old Clemson".

GARDENIA
Somewhere in the past Clemson
has acquired quite a reputation
for the destructive attitude of the
lads when they travel as a corps.
There has been little foundation
for this of late but most cities
are still affected by it.
Usually,
when they hear that we are coming, they put an extra policeman
on every beat and send a telegram
to the governor, telling him to
hold the militia in readiness. Not
so in Savannah, however, they received us with open arms and we
want to let them know that we appreciate it.
That 32-0 victory
helped us to forget the Alabama
game, but somehow we wish it
hadn't been Mercer.

WEEK'S OUTSTANDING CADET
Sergeant
Gilbert E.
"Savvy"
Naramor, of the army, who dropped 'his rifle at inspection Saturday. For shame, Sarge, for shame.

HUEY, EMPEROR O' LONG1ANA, HONOR SYSTEM ABOLISHED
AT TULANE U. THIS YEAR
ALMOST LOSES ONE OP LSU
STARS WITH SENATE OFFER
After several years of trial, the
Honor
System in the school of Arts
The famous Huey P. Long almost played havoc with IJ. S. U.'S and Science at Tulane University
great football team when he had has been abolished. The system was
Abe (I'm an all American can- abolished when the recommendadidate) Mickal proclaimed a state tions of a special faculty committee of investigation were approved
senator. Through the level headness of Coach "Biff" Jones, Mickal by the academic board of the student body, whose duty It was to
refused the seat in the senate.
enforce the Honor System.
HowHad he accepted, Mickal would
ever, a movement has already heen
have been on the state payroll,
started to restore the system.
receiving ten dollars a day. Being on the state payroll would
make him a professional athlete, HORSE AND BUGGY TEAM IS
WINNER ON DEBATE ON THE
thereby removing him from the
SUITABLE LOVTNG VEHICLE
ranks of the L. S. U. "amateurs".
In a debate held recently at the
LIKE GOING TO SLEEP IN
University of South Carolina the
THE SHOW AFTER WAITING
query was, "Resolved, that a
IN LINE FOR FOUR HOURS horse and buggy are better for
romance than an automobile". The
Just another definition: College- affirmative side won the debate.
Where one spends several thous(AH of which proves nothing
and dollars for an education, and except that even in the "Good OI'
then prays for a holiday on a Daze" the younger generation was
school day.—The Reveille.
probably "going to the dawgs".)
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JUNIORS & SENIORS, WHY NOT DRESS UP
FOR THANKSGIVING AND
Buy Your Gent's Wear from

Oscar Says

No advance in prices. No charge for holding checks.
CLOTHES—SHOES—JEWELRY
msmsmEmsim!M3(grxitaitiit\ii\%mo

DON'T BE F00LED-N0.11S NOT FIRST
GRADE LEATHER
LET US EXPLAIN
This is very important to you and your shoes
DILLARD'S SHOE SHOP

— ANNOUNCING —
6-Hour Dry Cleaning Service (New Process)
Cadet Agents Will Call Daily
Buttons Replaced and Minor Repairs Free
We Are 100 Percent Cleaners—All We Ask is a Trial
Let's Beat Furman!!
PIKE'S DRY CLEANERS

USE TEXACO
For More Miles with Less Trouble
Your

(Continued from page four)

CHRISTMAS

HOKE OnSLOAN
Your R. O. T. C. Check.

Copyright, 1934,
B. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company E
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__that Misses Louise Allen and
"Just Call Me by My Last Name"
Stone seemed to get a great aeai
of attention from members of the
Tiger staff who attended the press
gathering at Converse last week.

Business

is Appreciated

TIGER
SERVICE
STATION
Battery Service
Wash and Polish

A Tenderloin Steak Sandwich
at SCOTTY'S 15c

SCOTTY'S MESSERY

1
CLEMSON UNIFORMS ARE MADE 1 JY

OSOAl SATS

WILLIAM G. ROWLAND, ING,

that he wonders what Pug "Hurray,
I've
made
Scan bard
and
Blade" Ferguson is going to write
to the femme in Winthrop (who
thinks he is a loyal young man)
since his trip to see the Mercer
game and Thelma.
OSCAR

SATS

that it seems that ex-yard engine number 1 has flatly refused
to sponsor Katy Platt'e L Company at the Furman tilt, and that
Slats Hearon has accepted, (You
are slipping, Jean.)
.

OSCAK SAYS

j

P H I L A DELPHIA

gaagEaaa>«Hii>««>«M>a>^

COMPLIMENTS

OF

1
i

Clemson College Laundry

that Lib Lucas, who wore a pair
of Colonel'3 diamonds arodud the
Converse campus last year, said
that she graduated from Cieni3on
the eame time that Frankie did. SHHSlHHBIIltgilllHSISl^

1
1
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THE TIGER WINS FIRST
PLACE AT STATE MEET
OF COLLEGE PRESSES
Sixteen

Publications

sented

Repre-

in Spartanburg

During Conclave
(Continued, from page one)
The Concept of Converse took
first in the magazine section, followed by The Journal of Winthrop,
and The Erosthesian
of
Lander.
Walter Mahoney-,- editor of the
North
American
Review judged
these publications.
LOCAL EDITORIAL WINS
George Chaplin, editor of The
Tiger, won first honors in t>ie editorial contest with his editorial,"
"College Man, What Now?". Lynn
Shelton, editor of The Hornet, was
runner-up with "No Compromise in
;
These Quarters." !
;
y
A news story on "The Ultimate
Value of Modern Realism Questioned by Channing Pollock" won
first place in that field for F. R.
Atkinsonvof the Wofford Old Gold
and Black. Lynn Shelton, of Furman was second.
HAS BEST FEATURE
In the feature story contest W.
F. Guest of the P. C. Blue Stocking won first with "Chapman J.
Mailing Making Name for Self in
Field of Poetry." B. B. Abrams
of Citadel took second Jhonors.
Newspaper articles were judged
by Felix Morley of the Washington
Post. 'Magazine articles were Judged by W. T. Coucn of the U. N.
C. Press.
12 SCHOOLS REPRESENTED
Delegates from Ciemson, Furman, Columbia College, Winthrop,
Converse, Lander, Wofford, Newberry, Presbyterian College, Erskine, Citadel and Coker were present at the two day meet, the program of which included speech^
by Dr. E. M. Gwathniey-y president
of Converse; Dr. H. N. SnyCter,
president of Wioffor.d;
John A.
Park, editor of the Raleigh (N. C.)
Times, and James F. Crook, editor of the Spartanburg Herald.
MISS ALLEN PRESIDES
Several informal discussions were
held, wirjh iMiss Louise Allen of
Converse, president of the . association, presiding.
The constitution
was revised at the. annual business meeting, and it was decidedly, by vote, that the 1935 convention should be held at Clemson.
AGAINST CENSORSHIP
The association went on record
as opposing faculty censorship of
papers, a condition which does
not exist at Clemson, but which
prevails in some of the institutions represented at the conclave.
George Chaplin, Oscar Rawls,
and Ken Ackis represented The
Tiger at the meet.

«Y' DELEGATES TO VISIT
TWO COLLEGES AND TVA
WORK ON CURRENT TOUR
P. B. Holtzendorff, secretary of
the college Y.YiCA, and eight Clemeon students leave the campus early tomorrow morning for a threeday
journey
through
Tennessee
and Kentucky, wheTe they will
render programs at the University
of Tenessee at Knoxville, and Berea College at Berea, Ky.
TO VISIT TVA PROJECT
The Clemsonites accompanying
Holtzendorff are W. B. McConnoll,
T. D. Christopher, P. Q. Langstcn,,
R. C. Commander, L. A. Gambill,
R. W. Cureton, R. V. Martin, and
T. S. Strange.
While in Tennessee the local
delegation will visit the TVA project. The return trip will be made
sometimes Sunday night.
LOSING TUG-O-WAR TEAM
AT MARYLAND IS DUCKED
As is customary at a large number of colleges and universities,
the University of Maryland has
its
annual
Freshman-Sophomore
struggle which, in this case, is a
Tug-of-War.
A creek is used for
the dividing line between the two
teams, and the losers receive a
good ducking in the icy waters.
KODAK

FILMS

Foto-Finishing
'Specials'
H. B. JONES, JR.

Room 142
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TIGER INTERFERENCE
OPENS MERCER RANKS
FOR IMPRESSIVE WIN

University of Wisconsin astronomers have announced their belief
that the Milky Way is only half the
size heretofore attributed to it.

Your Pocket Book and Shoes Dyed to Match Your
New Dress—Special Shoe Shine 5c.
ELECTRIC

(Continued from page three)
4; gain by passes, 57; passes
intercepted, 2; yardage on return
punts, 153; (return kickoffs, 2;
yards returning kickoffs, 85.
Statistics, Mercer: Yards from
scrimmage, 13; ftilst Ojowns, 2;
punts, 13; punt average, 30; passes attempted, 10; passes completed, 4; gain by passes, 43; passes
intercepted 0; yardage on return
punts, 5; return kickoffs, 5; yardage returning kickoffs, 95.
Clemson
Pos.
Mercer
Fellers .... LE .... WarlicK
Brown .... LT . . Williamson
Inabinet . . . LG .... Tyson
Yarbrough ... C ... . Lichter
Shore .... RG ... . Ward
Black . . . . RT .... Porter
McConnell . . RE . . . Nesmith
Hinson .... QB
Lee
Lee
LH .... Varner
Horton .... RH .
B^oodworth
MoCown .... FB .... Smith
Clemson
0 7 7 18—32
Mercer ..... O 0 0 0— O
Touchdowns: Clemson, Hjinson,
Berry,
Dillard,
Woodward
and
Lawton.
Extra points: Fellers, 2.
Officials: Referee, Jack McDonough, Georgia Tech; umpire, Perry; headlinesman, Phillips, Georgia Tech; field judge, Cunningham, Georgia.

L£.K

SHOE

SHOP

JO: i:X;0:..;:.Xfi:«:s3^^

0000 SHOES AT LOW PRICES
DRILL SHOES

$2.00 to $3.00

DRESS SHOES

$3.00 and

$4.00

A Large Display of Clemson Pennants at Low Prices
35c to $2.50
COME DOWN AND SEE THEM

"Judge" Keller
MAKE THE AUTUMN RALL PERFECT
WITH A CORSAGE
—"She Will Appreciate It"—
Orchid—single with green and tie; Orchid and Valley; Violets and Valley; Violets and Roses, Gardenias and Violets; Gardenias; Roses and Valley; Roses;
Sweet Peas.
See CADET BILL WILLIAMS
Room 365

Company B

Agent for CAROLINA FLOWERS, Greenville, S. C.
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LOUISIANA STUDENTS
TO OUST HILARIOUS
SOTS AT GRID TILTS
"Undue hilarity he<45t|i|^; of drinking at football games,;''., has been
attacked by--a group 6f: students
at the Louisiana State University
who have appointed themselves a
committee to throw out of the home
stadium any i^ho get too wild.
The studenitl have the support of
Dean James -F. Broussard, chairman of tlia athletic council, who
said:
COMMENDS STAND
"It is the history, of. football in
American colleges that .alumni ana
friends mistake such occasions as
opportunities for displaying undue
hilarity through drinking.
Frequently this drinking leads to disturbances bitterly resented by sober
enthusiasts. The stand of the student body is to be commended."
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SOCCER TEAM PLANS
VISIT TO GREENWOOD
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SPORTS
MERLIN (H. 'AYLESWORTH—
Don't chooee a career because it
sounds glamourous.
In its drive to end chiseling in
connection with the student PERA
program at the University of Michigan, the Michigan Daily is publishing a series of case histories or unnamed students who are in actual
need of the help given.

LAST GAME LOOMS ON
TIGER GRID PROGRAM

This poem,, written by a student
at the University of Georgia, would
probably be more appropriate next
spring when the "season" is open,
—but why worry about next spring?
Anyhow, here goes:
Guys who bootlick are very apt
To rate a colonel or a cap;
Those who think military is screwey,
Often rate a second looie.

JAMES P. WARBURG, financier
—Few of our present-day DanKers
were properly educated.
Anxiety grows out of the general
uncertainty as to what educational
ideals and standards are to be under modern conditions if we are to
continue to make learning minister
to the bToader and fuller life.—
Newton D. Baker.

<KKK~><~><KK~J~:~MK^K<M>^
it's just that we have utmost confidence in Mentor Neely and his
The following from jonn Kieproteges, Woodward and Co. They
ran s 'Sport of tne Times' cowinii
won't let us down.
in the New York Times may prove
of interest to tnose who follow
Jess Neely and his Royal Bengals.
WE LIKE OUR BLOCKING
The weekly session of the StandAlexander the Great's bareback
ing, Sitting and Running L.eoatir'"
riding, Napoleon's defeat at WaterTHE KINNEY COMPANY'S LINE OF COLLEGE SEAL JEWELRY—
Society tiiat gathers around cnick
loo, the sinking of the Miaine—
Aieehan was an overflow affair.
We have handled this line for 25 years and Guarantee
mere carbon copy thrills compared
Some of the wing-backs had to
Every Article
to the visual and mental enjoystand in the corridor and watch
ment of seeing some footballer,
for a chance to rush in as substiwith a real appreciation of the
tutes for departing orators.
phrase "team play" in his craMr. Lou Little of Columbia asknium, swoop down on a would-be
•ed Ted Cox of Tulane about the
tackier and send him earthward
Alabama team.
with a hard blocking movement.
"Do you play them this year?"
Give us a team that blocks and
querried Lou.
we'll show you an aggregation
"No, thank you very much,"
that brings back that portion of
(R. O. T. C. Checks Accepted)
said Coach Cox, with a wide grin.
the pig's anatomy that is reserved
"Well, Georgia played them,"
for the winners. We want block- ♦♦♦
said Chick Meehan.
"What did,
ing!
With it will come a string
WE HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF—
Harry Mehre say about them?"
of marks in the ledger, and not in
""Wjhy", eaid the huge and blond
red, either!
-coach of Tulane, "Harry said that
If his backs made two yards over
-that Alabama line, he considered
LAWTON LIKES LEVITY
the back had broken loose. That
The following bit of eight point
was a long run."
chatter from Red Canup's always"Best team In the South, then?"
interesting sports page in the Anasked Mr. Little.
"Far and away," eaid Mr. Cox. derson Daily Mail hits that spot in
""They've always had size
Golly, our makeup reserved for gentle
they run big. But they had only smiling:
It will pay you to see our line
"Mercer can very well blame
•one nifty back, Howell. Now they
before you make your selection
Referee
Jack
McDonough
for
the
have a couple more nifties and
last
touchdown
scored
against
how that attack does go! That 400 over Clemson is the tip-off. No against them in Savannah last Satother teams have pushed Clemson urday.
Ae Pinky Bloodwortn lined up
around like that."
to punt, McDonough asked Streak
Lawton,
Clemson rookie
safety
THEY EXUDE PEP
man: 'Do you want to make hisThe Metropolitan chapter of Ti- tory?' Naturally the stocky little
gertown's alumni comprises one of Bengal back answered in the afthe most energetic groups In the firmative: 'You have a minute and
Bengal fold over the nation. To- thirty seconds to do it in,' kidded
morrow night, they meet In the the official.
banquet hall of Childs' Spanish
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner
Bloodworth kicked, Lawton took
Garden Restaurant in Manhattan
the ball in on his own 25 yard
lor a live, peppy meting about
line and raced 75 yards through
Clemson, its activities, and future.
the eleven Bears for a touchdown.
Dr. E. W. Slkes, college president,
PHONE 75
CLEMSON COLLEGE, S. C.
Ae Lawton trotted past McDonwill speak at the gathering.
A
ough on his way back to his poTecent news letter sent out by th«
chapter is jammed with interesting sition he continued the farce with:
'What is the minute for'."
«~:<M$M^<~J<M:~:<M^^^
Tiger grid dope spread over the
nation via sport pages and air
lanes. Here are a few jots from
their missive:
EGYPT DECLINED VERY,VERY
"Ford Frick, famous N. Y.
MUCH^IN THE TWENTY-THIRD
sports commentator over WOR of
l DYNASTY, WHICH WAS ;
iNewark said in a national broadvJANITE. OH.YES.VES//
cast, "Clemson is on the way to
regaining its rightful place in Southern Conference football."
Eddie Dooley, N. Y. Sun sports
columnist and sports commentator
•over WJZ of New York said over
a coast-to-coast hookup, "Clemson
football
has
an
up-and-coming
eleven."
Wallace Wade (after ClemsonDuke game): "Clemson exhibited
as fine a set of backs as has been
Copyright, 1934, B. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company
eeen in the South in many years."
FROM THE TIMES
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L C. Martin Drug Co.

BRACELETS - COMPACTS ■ KEYS - PINS - LADIES'
CIGARETTE CASES ■ LIGHTERS - LETTER OPENERS
AND MANY OTHER ITEMS. SELECT YODR GIFTS NOW
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WRIST WATCHES
RADIOS - FODNTAIN PENS PEN SETS - GIFT COPPER SETS - PERFDMESETS LADIES' FITTED CASES - MANICDRE SETS - AND
MANY OTHER ITEMS.
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%uq Go
vompanu, cJnc.
The Otticial College Book and Supply Store
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ANCIENT HISTORY

A.

HURRICANE ON HORIZON
One week from today the Palmetto grid cup, now looming over
Riggs Field as it casts a dazzling
sparkle over the sports columns
of the State, will be safely in the
hands of Clemson, or we sorely
miss our guess. Not that we feel
that the Thanksgiving tkt with the
Furman eleven Is anything to be
considered safe in the electric ice
box down in Cap'n Harcombe's
kitchen, or that we do not have
the greatest respect for the bulging bag of tricks that "Dizzy" McLeod carries around with him—

MODERN HISTORY
PRINCE ALBERT TOOK THE
^BlTE"OUT OF PIPE SMOKING
AND BECAME
"THE
■^r\ VNATIONAL JOV 5M0KE)

AFTER EVERY CLASS
IT RINGS THE BELL!
TRY a pipeful of mild, mellow, companionable Prince Albert.
You will enjoy this choice mixture of top-quality tobaccos1—
A secret blend treated by a special process which eliminates
every hint of "bite." You will soon see why smokers everywhere call this fine tobacco "The National Joy Smoke."

FRINGE ALBERT
— THE NATIONAL JOY SMOKE!
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THE TIGER

ALPHA ZETA PLEDGES
NINE
TO MEMBERSHIP
(.Continued irom page one.)
chance to say a few words.
Dr. Armstrong, '14, received his
M.A. at Wisconsin and his Ph.D.
at Washington U.
He is state
plant pathologist.
Ph.D. FROM CHICAGO
Dr. Caihoun, now Lean of tne
School of Chemistry, was former
head of the Ag School. He is a
Ph.D. from University of Chicago.
A member of the Clemson graduating class of 11, Dr. Cooper
has an M.S. degree from Wisconsin
and a Ph.D. from Cornell.

SMITH AT MEETING
OF NATIONAL FRAT
(Continued liom pa e one;
6

ored with an excellent banquet, a
huge ball, and a signtseeing tour.
RE-ELECT OFFICERS
Officers of the past 2 years were
reelected as follows: Col., Division
Commander: Thompson S. Crockett; Lieut. Col., Herbert G. Claudius; 'Major (X Officer) : Harris C.
Mahin.
It is expected that the 4 th Corps
Area inspector Charlton Keen, naval officer, will visit Clemson soon
on his annual tour.
Since 19 29 students at New York
■University have held an annual auction in which they seek to trade
and sell second hand textbooks,
athletic passes and laboratory material to other students. The auction is held on Washington Square.

AMHERST STUDENTS TIRE
Of OLL> GJfM; LtVlf TAX
TO EKJtCi NfcW tJUlLuiiNG
Students ac Amnerst College iiavc
Ueen Deeimg for a nuuiiiti' oi yeaio
now auouc t^eir 5o-year-ol«i &ymnasium, wnicu once was the best in
i_iie country, but now accomouateb
ieos tuan two-tmras of Lae undergraduate body.
TAX UNDERGRADUATES
The students got tired of talking about the situation, nowever,
and have now started to do something about it. The student council voted to tax each student $10
a year and to donate $1000 of last
year's athletic association surplus
toward a new gym.
NEW GYM SOON
Not able to let the students do
it all, the alumni have jumped in,
and it is expected that before the
next student generation nas turned
over at Amherst, there will be a
new gym there. ■

HONORARY ENGINEERS'
FRAT
INDUCTS EIGHT
l Continued from page one)
At the repast A. W. Allison,
president o:f the local chapter, acted as toastuiaster. Professor Topping delivered a short address,
which was fodowed by the presentation of certificates to some o£
the older members of the frat by
Professor Curtis.
I believe that the great middle
class of people are going to demand
a dictatorship in this country, ultimately.
.. ■ .—Roger W. Babson
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Spectator, Columbia Paper, Ara
Seniors Scrap Over Editorials
War has broken out between
a group ot senior students at
Columoia College, New Yorit,
and the staff of the Spectator,
university undergraduate newspaper, over the newspaper's editorial and news policies.
The seniors started it by circulating a questionable, which
asked a yes or no answer to
the following:
OPIN1ATED EDITORIALS?
"Do you believe that the
Spectator has pursued an editorial policy which has reacted
unfavorably upon the reputation of the college; that the
Spectator has been guilty of
bad taste both in the selection
of items for its news columns
and in the exercise of its editorial pen; that the Spectator
has misrepresented or distorted
facts of news in its news columns, so that it has presented
or does present to the student
body stories reflecting the personal opinions of its managing
boattl; do you believe, in short,
that the Spectator has been
guilty of actions under its present managing board which
have been detrimental to the
best interests of the university
as a whole and to the college
in particular."
THEY SAY "YES"
The senior group said tha-_
out of 800 replies, 650 said
"yes" and. only 150 said ""no"
to the question.
Following day the seniors

were roundly denounced as
''unlair'' by James Wechsler,
editor of the Spectator.
"The Spectator," he said,
"will not go back to the days
when college editors discussed
teas and the decline of collegiate dancing. Likewise, it will
not cater to the gentlemen who
see a bomb-thrower under every
bed and an inspired plot in
every comma.
"It should be made clear at
the outset that the wording of
the questonaire circulated i>>
the committee of seventeen was
crudely unfair and negates the
validity of any results obtained. This view is taken by a
substantial section of the student body. Those seeking to
register their defense or the
present editors on that survey
would have been compelled to
express approval of misrepresentation and distortion in the
news columns and bad taste
in the editorial columns.''
Too many highballs and too much
baseball are bothering schools now.
—Gov. W. H. Murray of Oklahoma.

GINDERMEN OUT EARLY
DESPITE
WINTRY WINDS
(.Continued from page one)
nave next spring, but he gives the
ionowing not or men available:
iuu and i^u: *ora, Berry Herlong
44 0: Robinson, Winn, Hinson,
TriDble
8S0: Cobb, Scott, Cutts, Taylor,
Wolre, Hiott.
Mile: Greene, CoChran, White,
Bass
2 Mile: Altman, Simms
Low Hurdles: Folger, Greene,
Carter, Holt
High Hurdles:
Rawls, Ackis,
Blackwell, Kissam
Bacot,
Pole Vault: Lipscomb,
Snyder, Greene
High Jump: Lipscomb, Bryce,
Carter, McMahon
Discus: McConnell, Bryant
Shot Put: Dillard, Bryant
Javelin: Blackwell, Folger, Davis, McConnell, Snyder, Shuford
Broad Jump: Lipscomb, Tribble, Robinson, Berry, Bryce, Carter and Wolfe.
In a regulation game at Michie
Stadium, West Point, the Army
plebes did themselves nobly this
fall by holding the regular Army
team to a 6 to 6 tie.
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CLEANING —o— PRESSING —o— ALTERATIONS
Cadet Agents: Roddy Kissam, T. I. Brown, Al Snyder, Rat Price, Pat Johnstone
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J*f%4
you might say
there are few things
that cost so little
and give so much
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